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With an eye toward the usual unphysical divergence of hard fixed-order corrections in predictions
for the processes probed in high energy colliding hadron beam devices as one approaches the
soft limit, we present a new approach to the realization of such corrections, with some emphasis
on the LHC and the future FCC devices. We show that the respective divergence is removed in
our approach. This means that we would render the standard results to be closer to the observed
exclusive distributions. While we stress that the approach has general applicability, we use the
single Z/γ production and decay to lepton pairs as our prototypical example. Accordingly, our
work opens another part of the way to rigorous baselines for the determination of the theoretical
precision tags for LHC physics, with an attendant generalization to the future FCC.
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1. Introduction
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Here, GDY
p→q (G p→q ) is the attendant Drell-Yan (DIS) structure function in the notation of Ref. [12].
This behavior in (1.1) is outside the scope of observable data, at the LHC or the newly conceived
FCC, and calls into question what a precision tag could even mean?
In what follows, we present a new approach to hard corrections in QCD which will be seen to
tame the divergent behavior in (1.1). The discussion will proceed as follows. In the next section,
we give a brief review of the exact amplitude-based resummation theory that we use. In Section 3,
we use the exact NLO Drell-Yan formula from Refs‘[13, 14] to compute the corresponding exact
amplitude-based resummed baseline NLO formula. Section 3 also contains our summary remarks.
A longer version of the material presented here has already appeared in Ref. [11].

2. Brief Review of Exact Amplitude-Based Resummation Theory
The master formula for the exact amplitude-based resummation theory that we use is
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(2.1)

2

Here, d σ̄res is either the reduced cross section d σ̂res or the differential rate associated to a DGLAPCS [15, 16] kernel involved in the evolution of PDF’s and where the new (YFS-style [17, 18]) non0 ) have n hard gluons and m hard photons and we show
Abelian residuals β̄˜n,m (k1 , . . . , kn ; k10 , . . . , km
the final state with two hard final partons with momenta p2 , q2 specified for a generic 2 f final state
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In this current era of precision QCD, i.e., precision tags of 1% or better on QCD processes,
we need rigorous baselines for the attendant theoretical predictions.In our exact amplitude resummation approach[1, 2, 3, 4] to such predictions, this amounts the construction of a semi-analytical
realization of the predictions of the MC event generator used to make the predictions. This in
turn requires an attendant realization of the corresponding hard gluon residuals in Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4]
which derive from exact fixed order perturbation theory. Unfortunately, even though we have the
exact NNLO result[5] for example for the single Z/γ ∗ production and decay to lepton pairs, the
soft limit of the calculation is at considerable variance with the data, as one can see in Refs. [6, 7].
It is clear that to address the precision of such results as those in [5], we need to tame the respective
soft limits therein.
We can already see the problem at the NLO level. In order to properly assess the theoretical precision tag implied by our comparisons of MC@NLO[8]/Herwiri1.031[3] and MC@NLO/
Herwig6.5[9] vs the LHC data in Refs. [2, 3, 10], we need a baseline on the corresponding exact NLO results. The NLO version of the type of behavior we discussed for NNLO exact results
is illustrated in Fig. 3 in Ref. [11] and is discussed in considerable detail in Ref. [12], where in
eq.(5.5.30) of the latter reference it is shown that
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for definiteness. The infrared functions SUMIR (QCED), DQCED are defined in Refs. [4, 19, 20] to
which we refer the reader accordingly. We would note that, as shown in Ref. [4], the new residuals
β̄˜m,n allow rigorous shower/ME matching via their shower subtracted analogs: in (2.1) we make
the replacements
ˆ
β̄˜ → β̄˜
(2.2)
n,m

n,m

dx1 dx2 Fi (x1 )Fj (x2 )d σ̂res (x1 x2 s),

dσ = ∑

(2.3)

i, j

where d σ̂res is given in (2.1) and thus is consistent [1, 2, 3, 4] with our achieving a total precision
tag of 1% or better for the total theoretical precision of (2.3).
ˆ
The relationship between the residuals β̄˜ and the exact NLO corrections in the MC@NLO
n,m

is given in eqs.(7-8) in Ref. [11]. From this relationship it follows that any study of the precision
of results derived from (2.1) and used in (2.3) necessarily involves the study of the precision of the
corresponding NLO exact results. If we have the behavior in (1.1), one would have to question the
meaning of such a study in relation to LHC and FCC data. In the next section, we address this
issue.

3. Baseline Exact Amplitude-Based Resummed NLO Drell-Yan Formula
Focusing on the γ ∗ part of Z/γ ∗ with just one flavor of unit charge for reasons of pedagogy,
we recall from Refs. [13, 14] the exact NLO differential cross section formula
4πα 2
dσ DY
=
dQ2
9sQ2

Z 1
Z
i
dx1 1 dx2  h (1)
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(3.1)

(2)

+ (q (x1 ) + q̄ (x1 ))G (x2 ) + (1 ↔ 2)
× [αs (t)θ (1 − z12 )(

1
PqG (z12 )t + fGDY (z12 ))]
2π

where z12 = τ/(x1 x2 ), τ = Q2 /s in the usual conventions [12, 13, 14], the labels 1 and 2 refer to
the two respective incoming protons and we follow the generic notation of Refs. [12, 13] here. In
(3.1), unimproved DGLAP-CS [15, 16] kernels are

Pqq (z) = CF


1 + z2
3
+ δ (1 − z) ,
(1 − z)+ 2

1
PqG (z) = (z2 + (1 − z)2 ),
2

(3.2)

where we define t = ln(Q2 /µ 2 ) following Refs.[13, 12] so that µ is the ’t Hooft [21] unity of mass.
The scheme dependent hard correction terms are given as follows [13, 14] if one uses massless
3
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ˆ
where the β̄˜n,m have had all effects in the showers associated to the attendant PDF’s {Fj } removed
from them. In this connection, we have in mind the standard formula a hard LHC(FCC) scattering
process:
Z
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quarks and gluons and dimensional regularization, for example:
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where we have introduced here
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(3.5)

and the following exponents and YFS infrared function, FYFS , already needed for the IR-improvement
of DGLAP-CS theory in Refs. [19, 20]:
γq αsCF π 2 1
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2
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where we define [14] ζ = − ε1 +CE − ln 4π for ε = 2 − n/2 when n is the dimension of space-time.
CE is Euler-Mascheroni constant. In the MS scheme, the terms proportional to ζ are removed by
mass factorization, which also replaces µ by Λ in t following Ref. [12]. This leaves the +-functions
in the hard corrections and it is the divergent behavior of these distributions as z → 1 that produces
the attendant unphysical results referenced above. .
To fix this, we imbed the calculation of the hard correction terms into the master formula (2.1)
restricted to its QCD aspect. This gives the following resummed version of (3.1):
Z
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We define β0 = 11− 23 n f for n f active flavors in a standard way and Γ(w) is Euler’s gamma function
of the complex variable w. We have mass factorized in (3.4) and (3.5) as indicated above. We see
that the regime at z12 → 1 is now under control in (3.4) so that we will no longer have the unphysical
behavior discussed above. This is the main result of this paper.
More precisiely, in lieu of the result in (1.1), we get the behavior such that the ln2 (1 − x) on
the RHS of (1.1) is replaced by
2(1 − x)γq ln(1 − x) 2(1 − x)γq
−
,
γq
γq2
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